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Summary of CMS SUSY Results* in SMS framework

CMS Preliminary

m(mother)-m(LSP)=200 GeV m(LSP)=0 GeV
SUSY 2013

 = 7 TeVs
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lspm⋅-(1-x)motherm⋅ = xintermediatem
For decays with intermediate mass,

Only a selection of available mass limits
*Observed limits, theory uncertainties not included

Probe *up to* the quoted mass limit
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Summary of CMS RPV SUSY Results*

CMS Preliminary

EPSHEP 2013

 = 7 TeVs
 = 8 TeVs

Prompt LSP decays

Only a selection of available mass limits
*Observed limits, theory uncertainties not included

Probe *up to* the quoted mass limit

Hierarchy problem the biggest driver @ colliders 

But theory motivation aside, a tremendous signal generator.



The Hierarchy Problem
Quantum gravity cutoff

Higgs sector cutoff

Uninteresting RG 
flow to IR

Standard Model(~unique vacuum)

mH is not technically natural ⇒ hierarchy problem



The usual approach*

mH is technically natural

Extend SM with 
a symmetry

*given an elementary Higgs
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Summary of CMS SUSY Results* in SMS framework

CMS Preliminary

m(mother)-m(LSP)=200 GeV m(LSP)=0 GeV
SUSY 2013

 = 7 TeVs

 = 8 TeVs

lspm⋅-(1-x)motherm⋅ = xintermediatem
For decays with intermediate mass,

Only a selection of available mass limits
*Observed limits, theory uncertainties not included

Probe *up to* the quoted mass limit
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Summary of CMS RPV SUSY Results*

CMS Preliminary

EPSHEP 2013

 = 7 TeVs
 = 8 TeVs

Prompt LSP decays

Only a selection of available mass limits
*Observed limits, theory uncertainties not included

Probe *up to* the quoted mass limit

Tremendously effective! Nothing so far.



New places 
to look? 

New theory 
frameworks?

New models 
consistent w/ 

data?
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Carlo



New theory frameworks?

Hierarchy problem 
still solved by 

symmetries, i.e., 
technical 

naturalness 

But IR symmetries 
discrete, not 
continuous 

“Neutral 
Naturalness”

Hierarchy problem 
not directly 

controlled by 
symmetries, 

contributions large 

But total Higgs 
mass scanned 

dynamically 

“Relaxion”



Models consistent w/ data?
Conventional 
symmetries

Neutral 
naturalness Relaxion

• QCD relaxion 

• QCD’ relaxion 

• Interactive relaxion 

• …..

• Twin Higgs 

• Orbifold Higgs 

• Folded SUSY 

• …..

• R-parity violation 

• Compression 

• Stealth SUSY 

• …..



New places to look?

9

so where do we start?

24 April 2017Heather Russell, McGill University

displaced leptons, 
lepton-jets, or 
lepton pairs

displaced 
multitrack vertices

multitrack vertices in the 
muon spectrometer

quasi-stable 
charged particles

trackless, 
low-EMF jets

emerging jets

non-pointing 
(converted) photons

disappearing or 
kinked tracks



Displaced  
decays

Technical 
naturalness

SUSY, 
CHM

Monte 
Carlo



Displaced SUSY
GMSB

Split

Degenerate

RPV

Countless avenues for SUSY decays to become non-prompt

c⌧ ⇡ 100 µm⇥
⇣ mq̃

103 TeV

⌘4
⇥

✓
TeV

mg̃

◆5

c⌧ ⇡ 100 µm⇥
 p

F

100 TeV

!4

⇥
✓
100 GeV

mh̃

◆5

c⌧ ⇡ 1 cm⇥
✓

�m

340 MeV

◆3

c⌧ ⇡ 500 µm⇥
✓
10�7

�

◆2 ✓
TeV

mq̃

◆1



Displaced SUSY

CMS dijet
ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

charged stable

charge-stripped

ATLAS HCAL

t ! d s  (RPV)~ _ _

prompt paired
dijets

jet substructure
(projection)

FIG. 2: Recast constraints on displaced t̃ ! d̄j d̄k via baryonic RPV. Colored bands indicate

acceptance variations up/down by 1.5. The dot-dashed lines indicate contours of �00
312

, assumed to

be the only contributing RPV coupling. Prompt limits (dark gray) are from [70], and low-mass

search projections (light gray) are from [71]. They are conservatively cut o↵ at 1 mm.

has been estimated that a search based on jet substructure could also push down into the

lower-mass region currently not covered [71]. (For longer-term projections, also see [71] as

well as [72].) The only other available limits are when the stops are detector-stable, the

strongest (⇡ 900 GeV) coming from the CMS and ATLAS charged R-hadron searches [7, 8].

Figs. 2 and 3 show the regions of mass and lifetime for t̃ ! d̄j d̄k that have now been

excluded according to our recasts, taking the two extreme cases of only light-flavor decays

and only b̄b̄ decays. The sensitivity is dominated by the charged R-hadron and displaced

dijet searches, a pattern that will recur often in our colored sparticle limits. For both

models there is nearly complete coverage out to almost 1 TeV, with a notable weak-spot at

c⌧ ⇠ 10 m and of course much weaker limits for displacements ⇠< mm. This weakening at

low lifetimes is more pronounced for the b̄b̄ decays, partially because the CMS dijet search

is intrinsically less e�cient for heavy flavor decays due to the somewhat lower particle track

multiplicities, but also because of the conservative choice in our modeling of displaced vertex

reconstruction for b-jets, discussed in Section II B. At lower lifetimes, we have also indicated

the existing and projected prompt limits, applying a conservative sensitivity cuto↵ at 1 mm.

(There should still be sensitivity from prompt searches for longer lifetimes, but we do not

18

[Liu, Tweedie 1503.05923]

Not that many places to hide once the searches catch up

ATLAS µ

LHC8 projection

charged stable

charge-stripped

prompt jets + MET

ATLAS HCAL

q ! q G  (GMSB)~ ~

CMS dijet

FIG. 6: Recast constraints on displaced q̃ ! qG̃ in general GMSB, conservatively assuming con-

tributions from only d̃R and s̃R. Colored bands indicate acceptance variations up/down by 1.5.

The dot-dashed lines indicate contours of the SUSY-breaking scale
p
F . Prompt limits (gray) are

derived from [89]. They are conservatively cut o↵ at 1 mm.

proxy for the gravitino LSP for squark decays in Pythia8. For the gluino, such an analogous

decay to neutralino does not exist at tree level, is not part of the MadGraph5 MSSM model,

and would not obviously be matched if forced to proceed in Pythia8. Instead, we compare

the unmatched Pythia8 predictions for its first shower emission to MadGraph5, both with

gravitino LSP. We again find similar decay kinematic distributions, with Pythia8 predict-

ing a somewhat slower fallo↵ out to �R(j, j) ⇠ ⇡. But the major di↵erence is in the total

emission rate, which Pythia8 over-estimates by a factor of about 1.8. To approximately

compensate for this, we rescale the individual vertex reconstruction e�ciencies by 1/2. It

should be understood that O(10%) modeling uncertainties on the displaced dijet reconstruc-

tion e�ciencies for GMSB gluinos should likely be applied, though we anyway e↵ectively

absorb this into our ad hoc systematic variations.

Starting with the squark NLSP, we display the results in Fig. 6. We conservatively

assume just two degenerate species, d̃R and s̃R. This is a technical possibility if the SU(3)

contributions to the sfermion masses are small, the SU(2) contributions are large, and the

third-generation squarks receive additional mass contributions. The exclusions are similar to

those of the RPV stops (Figs. 2 and 3), although now with much stronger prompt jets+ 6ET

searches. Unbroken coverage over lifetime is achieved up to about 450–550 GeV, limited by

the crossover between the HSCP and displaced dijet searches.
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CMS dijet

ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

ATLAS HCAL

a)  H ! Z G  (GMSB)~ ~

prompt Higgsino

ATLAS µ+tracksCMS e & µ

CMS dilepton

CMS dijet

ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

ATLAS HCAL

b)  H ! h G  (GMSB)~ ~

ATLAS µ+tracksCMS e & µ

CMS dilepton

CMS dijet

ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

ATLAS HCAL

c)  H ! Z/h G,  large tan!  (GMSB)~ ~

ATLAS µ+tracksCMS e & µ

CMS dilepton

prompt Higgsino

FIG. 9: Recast constraints on displaced H̃0 decays via GMSB: a) pure H̃0 ! ZG̃, b) pure H̃0 !

hG̃, c) large-tan�. Colored bands indicate acceptance variations up/down by 1.5. The dot-dashed

lines indicate contours of the SUSY-breaking scale
p
F . Prompt limits (gray) are derived from [93].

They are conservatively cut o↵ at 1 mm.
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CMS dijet

ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

ATLAS HCAL

H ! j j j  (RPV)~

FIG. 5: Recast constraints on displaced H̃0 ! jjj via baryonic RPV. Colored bands indicate

acceptance variations up/down by 1.5. The dot-dashed lines indicate contours of mq̃/
q
Yq�00

ijk. We

have parametrized the decay assuming that one species of o↵-shell RH squark dominates, coupling

to the Higgsino according to its up-type or down-type Yukawa Yq / mq/(v sin�) or mq/(v cos�),

and splits into quarks via a single �00
ijk coupling. All final-state quarks are also assumed to be from

the first two generations.

similar to the RPV stop decays, though the much higher cross sections yield a significantly

extended mass reach for all searches. CMS dijets in particular reaches above 1.5 TeV, close

to the production limit of O(1) event in the entire run, and exceeding the mass reach of the

stable R-hadron search by several hundred GeV. Notably, the displaced trijet configuration

is very e�ciently picked up by the CMS dijets search, which was designed for a very di↵erent

signal. The weak spot at 10 m is still apparent, but much less pronounced since the CMS

dijet search nearly matches the HSCP search sensitivity at that lifetime. It is also interesting

to supplement with the limits from prompt searches [73, 74], which are similar for purely

light-flavor decays and decays containing b-quarks. Again applying an ad hoc 1 mm cuto↵

on the lifetime sensitivity of the prompt searches, there is currently unbroken coverage for

all possible lifetimes for masses potentially as high as 900 GeV.

The last baryonic RPV example model that we consider is a Higgsino multiplet “co-

LSP.” The four Higgsino states are assumed to be only mildly mixed into heavier electroweak

gauginos, and the multiplet split by O(10 GeV) or less. The heavier Higgsinos undergo a soft

but prompt cascade via virtual gauge boson emission into the lightest, neutral Higgsino. The
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Not totally hermetic, some holes remain.
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Example 1: Twin Higgs
Standard 

Model
Standard 

Model
Radiative corrections to the Higgs mass are 

SU(4) symmetric thanks to Z2:

h + . . . f � h2

2f
+ . . .

L ⇥ �ytHAQA
3 ūA

3 � ytHBQB
3 ūB

3

Higgs is a PNGB of ~SU(4), but partner 
states neutral under SM.

Z2

V (H) � 9
64�2

g2�2
�
|HA|2 + |HB |2

�

[Chacko, Goh, Harnik ‘05]



Fraternal twins

γ

Q

L

W

Z

g

H

Q

L

W

Z

g

H

What really matters for naturalness: 
SU(3)xSU(2) & third generation 

⇒ Dark QCD

[NC, Katz, Strassler, Sundrum ’15]



Exotic Higgs Decays

h

h*

h*

SM

SM

0++

0++
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• Twin sector must have twin QCD, confines around 
QCD scale 

• Higgs boson couples to                                                      
bound states of twin QCD 

• Various possibilities. Glueballs most interesting; 
have same quantum # as Higgs 

-6-3

0

3

6

0 20 40 60 80 100

800

1000

1200

1400

m0@GeVD

f@Ge
V
D

ctH0++L@log10HmLD

Produce in rare Higgs decays (BR~10-3-10-4)

Long-lived, decay length is macroscopic; 
length scale ~ LHC detectors

[NC, Katz, Strassler, Sundrum ’15]

0++ ! h⇤ ! ff̄

gg ! h! 0++ + 0++ + . . .

L ⇥ ��0
3

6⇥

v

f

h

f
G

0a
µ�G

0µ�
a

Decay back to SM via Higgs



Complexities
Naive picture is simple, reality is more complicated

Rates, multiplicities, signals all approximate



Example 2: Folded SUSY

SUSY-like theory with uncolored 
sparticles. Start with a discrete 

symmetry + 5D SUSY.

[Burdman, Chacko, Goh, Harnik ‘06]

Reduce symmetries & SUSY 
at the boundaries

Sparticles carry standard 
EWK quantum #’s, but 

QCD charges replaced 
with QCD’ charges 

Once again…Dark QCD



Colorless Signals

22

• Produced via a Z, annihilate into hidden glueballs, 
which decay back to SM via Higgs; displaced decays 
@ LHC length scales. [Curtin, Verhaaren ’15] 

• Produced via a W, annihilate back into the SM to 
shed their charge. 

• (Also leave their mark indirectly, correcting Higgs 
decays to photons.)

FIG. 6. An estimate of the ATLAS limits on the production of an up-down pair of F-squarks as

a function of the F-squark mass, assuming 1, 2, or 3 such generations.

global [SU(3)⇥U(1)]2 symmetry, of which the gauged SU(3)W⇥U(1)
X

is a subgroup. This

approximate global symmetry, which is explicitly violated by both the gauge and Yukawa

interactions, is broken to [SU(2)⇥U(1)]2, which contains SU(2)
L

⇥U(1)
Y

of the SM as a sub-

group. The SM Higgs doublet is contained among the uneaten pNGBs that emerge from this

symmetry breaking pattern, and its mass is protected against large radiative corrections.

The symmetry breaking pattern may be realized using two scalar triplets of SU(3)W ,

which we denote by �
1

and �
2

. If the tree level potential for these scalars, V (�
1

,�
2

) is of

the form

V (�
1

,�
2

) = V
1

(�
1

) + V
2

(�
2

) , (51)

then this sector possesses an [SU(3)⇥U(1)]2 global symmetry. When �
1

and �
2

acquire

VEVs f
1

and f
2

, this symmetry is broken to [SU(2)⇥U(1)]2. For simplicity we will assume

that the two VEVs are equal, so that f
1

= f
2

= f . However, this is not required for the

mechanism to work. Of the 10 resulting NGBs, 5 are eaten while the remaining 5 contain

the SM Higgs doublet.

The next step is to understand how the cancellation of quadratic divergences associated

with the top Yukawa coupling arises in this theory. The top sector takes the form

�
1

�
1

Qt
1

+ �
2

�
2

Qt
2

(52)

where Q represents the SU(3) triplet containing the third generation left handed quarks,
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[Burdman, Chacko, Harnik, de Lima, Verhaaren ‘14]

F-squarks carry 
electroweak quantum 

numbers.

[Chacko, Curtin, Verhaaren ‘15]
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(single lepton) x (IT, r > 50μm)
TLEP Br(h→invisible)

FIG. 1. Shaded regions: Projected sensitivity of different proposed
displaced vertex searches, at the 14 TeV LHC with 3000 fb�1, to
long-lived mirror glueballs from exotic Higgs decays in theories of
Neutral Naturalness [50]. The bounds are expressed as a function of
lightest glueball mass (horizontal axis) and top partner mass mt̃eff

in
FSUSY for degenerate unmixed stops (left axis) and mT in TH/QLH
(right axis). Light shading represents the factor of ⇠ 10 uncertainty
in the number of the lightest 0++ glueballs produced during mirror
hadronization when heavier glueball states are kinematically acces-
sible. Higgs decay is assumed to be two-body, which underestimates
sensitivity, especially for low m0. See [50] for details. Green con-
tours: Maximally conservative estimate of the number of glueballs
produced from top partner pair production and annihilation in the
Quirky Little Higgs model, normalized to the rate from exotic Higgs
decays. See Eq. (5).

100 GeV [52]. This serves to illustrate the exquisite sensitivity
of exotic Higgs decays to new physics [53].

In this letter we investigate another promising avenue for
probing theories of Neutral Naturalness: the displaced signa-
tures arising from the mirror glueballs that result from direct
top partner production. In theories such as FSUSY and QLH,
top partners can be pair produced through Drell-Yan (DY)
or vector boson fusion (VBF) processes with sizable rate at
the LHC. The top partner pair forms a so-called quirky bound
state [54–56], since the mirror gluon string connecting them
cannot snap by exciting light quark pairs out of the vacuum.
The bound state promptly de-excites via soft emission of glue-
balls and photons [56–61] and can annihilate to a pair of mir-
ror gluon jets. Top partner pair production can therefore result
in mirror gluon dijet production. The glueballs resulting from
mirror hadronization can then give rise to events with multiple
displaced vertices, which are even more conspicuous than the
events arising from exotic Higgs decays.

Quirky signals of FSUSY have been previously considered
in [57]. However, that study focused on pair production of first
and second generation partners and annihilation into W�. The
mass of those states is not as closely connected to naturalness
as that of the top partners, and this final state has much more

SM background than displaced decays.
In this paper we show that pair production of top partners,

with subsequent annihilation into mirror glueballs, can con-
stitute the discovery signature of Neutral Naturalness at the
LHC in large regions of parameter space. A key challenge in
making this prediction is the quantitative treatment of mirror
hadronization, the details of which are not well understood
for a pure SU(3) gauge theory. Even so, we demonstrate
how to consistently parameterize our ignorance about the non-
perturbative physics of the hidden sector, allowing for a sys-
tematic study of the signatures. We identify the regions of pa-
rameter space in which direct production is definitely superior
to exotic Higgs decays as a probe of top partner mass, even
with maximally pessimistic assumptions about the hadroniza-
tion of the mirror gluon jets. A full exploration of the signa-
ture space, which can include final states with many b¯b pairs,
displaced vertices, and missing energy, and which might al-
low for the measurement of top partner masses and couplings,
will be explored in a detailed follow-up publication [62].

It is also interesting to consider top partner pair production
in FTH models. Due to their SM singlet nature, this process
occurs via an off-shell Higgs only, with significantly smaller
cross section than for EW-charged partners. Furthermore, the
mirror partners of the b-quark are present in the low-energy
spectrum, leading the top partner pair to (mirror-) beta-decay
to a mirror-bottomonium state which then decays to the SM
either directly or via mirror glueballs. In either case, the num-
ber and energy of the produced glueballs is much lower than
for EW partners. These two factors likely mean that a 100
TeV collider is required to study this signature, which would
serve as a powerful diagnostic of the hidden sector and be
complementary to direct production of multi-TeV states in the
UV completion [43]. That being said, the presence of mirror
bottomonium states in the FTH model makes the exotic Higgs
decay phenomenology much more varied and rich than for
FSUSY and QLH [26]. We will quantitatively study the LHC
reach for these signatures beyond the glueball case explored
by [50] in a future study [63].

We now analyze top partner pair production in FSUSY and
the QLH. While these models serve as useful theory bench-
marks, our conclusions are general and should apply to any
scenario with EW-charged top partners charged under a mir-
ror QCD force.

FOLDED SUPERSYMMETRY — In the 5D FSUSY
theory [21], all QCD-charged fields of the MSSM, and the
SU(3)c gauge sector itself, are duplicated into two sectors A
(SM) and B (mirror) at some multi-TeV scale, with couplings
related by a discrete Z2 symmetry. At energies . TeV, the
electroweak and Higgs sectors are similar to the 4D MSSM
with decoupled gauginos. However, only our A-sector quarks
and B-sector mirror squarks have light zero modes. This
realizes an accidental low-energy SUSY limit, in which the
quadratically divergent top contribution to the Higgs mass is
cancelled by the mirror-sector stops, which carry the same
Yukawa couplings and electroweak gauge quantum numbers
as conventional stops, but are charged under the mirror QCD
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Dynamical selection
What if the weak scale is selected by dynamics, not symmetries?

[Graham, Kaplan, 
Rajendran ‘15]

Old idea: couple Higgs to field whose minimum sets mH=0 
Old problem: How to make mH=0 a special point of potential?

Vev gives quark 
masses which give 

axion potential! 

“Relaxion”

φ

V (φ)

You are here.

New solution: what turns on when mH2 goes negative? 

But: immense energy stored in evolving field, need dissipation.



Ex.1: QCD/QCD’ relaxion

(�M2 + g�)|H|2 + V (g�) +
1

32⇡2

�

f
G̃µ⌫Gµ⌫

(�M2
+ g�)|H|2 + V (g�) + ⇤

4
cos(�/f))

• Very low Hubble scale (≪ΛQCD) • 10 Giga-years of inflation

Just need Higgs + non-compact axion + inflation w/

In vacuum, axion gives O(1) 
contribution to θQCD 

Care required to avoid transferring fine-tuning to inflationary sector.

First thought: use an axion coupled to QCD.

φ

V (φ)

You are here.

[Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ‘15]



Fix: make it someone else’s QCD + axion 
Again…Dark QCD.

L � mLLL
c +mNNN c + yHLN c + y0H†LcN

1. New quarks must get most of mass from Higgs:

2. Must confine, but with light flavor ⇤4 ' 4⇡f3
⇡0mN

I.e. axion of a 
different SU(3); 
need to tie in 

Higgs vev

Field SU(3)N SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)Y
L ⇤ � ⇤ �1/2
Lc ⇤ � ⇤ +1/2
N ⇤ � � 0
N c ⇤ � � 0
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QCD’ Relaxion

Decouple from LHC?

[Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ‘15]



QCD’ Relaxion
mN � yy0v2/mLNow

But also
mN � yy0

16⇡2mL log(M/mL)

mN � yy0f2
⇡0/mL

{

New confining physics near weak scale!

(smallest see-saw mass 
from EWSB if L heavy)

(Radiative Dirac mass)

(Higgs wiggles biggest)

f⇡0 < v and mL <
4⇡vp

log(M/mL)
These bounds imply

Couples to Higgs, electroweak bosons; hidden valley signatures. 
Various possibilities (Nf=1, pions not light)

27
To my knowledge, no systematic study to date.



Ex. 2: Interactive relaxion
Alternative possibility:  

�

f
GG̃

+ inflation

Use coupling to EWK gauge bosons:

⇒
Instead of

Exponential production of EWK gauge 
bosons around h~v slows evolution

Important subtlety: can’t couple to pairs of photons! 
For dissipation to become efficient at h~v, can only couple to 

bosons acquiring mass from EWSB.

(Not a tuning, can be made natural with symmetries, e.g., SU(2)L x SU(2)R)

We’ve done away with Dark QCD, so no interesting signals?

[Hook, Marques-Tavares ‘16]

�

f
(g2W ˜W � g02B ˜B) + ⇤

4
cos

�

f 0



Interactive relaxion
Couples to all pairs of EWK bosons save photons: 

For mφ < mZ, new mode for exotic Z decay: Z → γφ
LEP bounds on exotic Z decays ⇒ f≳10 TeV ⇒ φ long-lived 

Z ! � + � ! � + (� + ff̄)

Novel displaced decay, not currently searched for meaningfully.

LHC will produce more than 
104 times the number of Z’s! 

�

f

⇣
c1Aµ⌫Z̃

µ⌫ + c2Zµ⌫Z̃
µ⌫ + c3W

+
µ⌫W̃

�µ⌫
⌘

1 2 5 10 20 50

0.001

10

105

mϕ [GeV]

cτ
[m

]

f=30 TeV

[NC, Kasko, Hook, in progress]

Displaced φ decay



New places 
to look! 

New theory 
frameworks!

New models 
consistent w/ 

data!

Monte 
Carlo



The common thread: 
Hidden Valleys 

[Strassler, Zurek ’06]



Challenges for MC

• Many new directions feature 
versions of dark QCD, but 
signals vary widely 
(displaced jets, emerging 
jets, soft bombs,…). 

• Need a handle on 
multiplicities & distributions 
even if ultimate goal is 
simplified models. 

• Currently: some functionality 
in Pythia (thanks!), but (as far 
as I am aware) no glueballs, 
no massless quarks, etc.

Signal generation

Detector simulation
• Simulating detector response 

to LLPs obviously a 
challenging task and needs 
vast experimental input. But… 

• …it’s the future of BSM 
searches.



Conclusions
• In the midst of a paradigm shift for BSM physics. 

• Null results in conventional channels are pushing us 
into new territory for theory & experiment. 

• Many new directions have exotic signals involving 
displacement and/or hidden sector confinement. 
Numerous examples, more surely to come. 

• Further progress hinges on new simulation tools.

Great time to be doing MC4BSM!


